
HOW TO CREATE MOMENTUM AND 
JUMPSTART YOUR CHURCH

 
1. Listen First
Before you can fix a problem you need to know where to start. This takes 
listening and planning.  You can do this by identifying where you want to 
go, what information you need to do it, who you need to talk to, and how 
long it will take. 
 
2. Create a Disruption
Throwing a big rock rock in a pond creates ripples that go on for a long 
time. If you want to change your results, try making some changes. These 
can be big or small. This can be changing your website or service times, 
making a staff change, or launching a new campus. 
 
3. Find a Need and Meet It
It's a guarantee that there are unmet needs in your community. The best 
disruptions are ones that meet the desperate needs of people. Find a pain 
point in your community and make a declaration that your church will 
meet it. 
 
4.  Think Scale
Without plans and systems you won't be able to sustain the momentum of 
new growth. For example, you should be able to map out the exact 
process someone goes through from being  first time visitor to becoming a 
ministry leader.  Thinking through this before you make big changes will 
allow you to make adjustments to systems before issues come up. 
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Being “stuck” can be frustrating and it can also look a few 
different ways. Whether it’s seasonal loss of momentum, plateau, 
or decline, all churches go through seasons of feeling stuck. In this 
episode, Chris  Railey shares practical ways you can break this 
cycle and jumpstart momentum. 
 

Staff Exercise

Are there any areas your church has lost momentum, plateaued, or is 

declining? What disruptions can you make to areas you are stuck? What 

processes need to change to respond to the disruption? 
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